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disses go too far...

“All up in yo guts... Awwwww snap.”

S

ome things are too true to be funny. I remember back in
highschool, you would give your fucking kidney for some pussy.
I mean, sure people were getting laid, but pussy was like this
thing to behold. You didn’t really understand it, and you didn’t really
get it as often as you wanted. Having a girlfriend didn’t really count,
because that’s just one pussy, and now that you’re in college you know
that vaginas are like snowflakes, each one is totally different but not
really that special. Anyway, you know what I was getting a lot of in
highschool? Getting blowjobs. Fuck, I got so many fucking blowjobs,
it was seriously like there was gold in my dick and you could only
alchemy it into existence with your saliva. Girls would suck your dick
at parties, in the bathroom, in the darkroom, behind the bleachers,
in your car, fuck it was like a big blowjob party. Fast forward to
college. We fuck like it’s going out of style, but you’ve got to promise
marriage to get a fucking blowjob. It’s like a “relationship” thing now.
I understand girls think they deserve something, or they’re “not really
that into it” but you know what? FUCKING FAKE IT. I don’t give a
shit. I pretend you’re just as capable of being successful as I am, you
can pretend my cock is made of chocolate and sex in the city.

O

n that same token, I’m really starting to get sick of girls
pretending like they can just pull the rape card whenever they
want. I get it, it’s tough being a woman because you’re kind
of weak and vulnerable, but seriously you can’t have it both ways.
If rape is going to be “a crime just like murder” then it has to be
held to the same standards as murder. If some dude came up to me
“Dude, you killed me, I’m totally accusing you of murdering me.” Any
sane person would say, “That doesn’t make sense, you’re not dead.”
For this reason, rape usually doesn’t happen. Sure, sometimes you
get drunk and make some mistakes, but if I got black out drunk and
ran over some little kids at Preuss, would you accept “but they knew
what they were doing, I didn’t! How come they didn’t move out of the
way!” as my excuse? No, you wouldn’t. You know why? BECAUSE
IT’S MY FUCKING FAULT. Don’t get black out drunk, grab my cock,
pull me into an elevator or bathroom and fuck the shit out of me then
go crying to all of your friends like some kind of retarded rape bird
RAPE RAPE RAPE RAPE. It’s not fucking rape, it’s called regretful
sex. Most guys go through this all the fucking time because women
are such insufferable cunts. We usually regret fucking you, but do you
see us telling all of our friends that we need some time alone, or that
we’ve been considering suicide because some dumb bitch puked on
us while we were throat fucking her? That’s way regretful. “Man, I
regret not giving her some Vicks Chloraseptic before shoving my cock
down her throat.” But seriously, if you all just went back to giving
blowjobs all the time, we could avoid all of this messy shit. Like HST
says, “Buy the ticket, take the ride. Every day it gets a little more
expensive, and the ride a little less fun.”
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nsofar as I am the Editor-in-Queef of
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The Milkman challenges you to do better.
Now stop being a pussy and accept his challenge
Send your submissions to editor@thekoala.org.

Doctor Manhattan
Kris Gregorian

Nite Owl II
Boss DJ, Bitch Tacular, Freddie
Silk Spectre II
Wes (Pocket Brad), Ricky Ricardo, Short Bus Gus, David the
Carpenter, Major Dick, Frankie Nine Inch, Jackson Hole,
SamSkillz, SDSU Koala
Rorschach
Davey G, Stevie Why, B-Rad, the L-Word, MamaPimp,
Sours, Milk, E-Dogg, Jer, T-Bone, Barton, Marcus, Paula K.,
Eugene, Dirty, Moximo
The Rapist Comedian
Nicholle Pierro
We regret to inform you that the KOALA still meets Fridays at
4:20pm in the Media Lounge (Above Soft Reserves).

Sometimes hunger digs so deep into you, it changes you as a person. Not the kind of petty hunger that most feel, but the deep unnerving need for
something. Yearning. You could almost say it’s like love. You need it. I love the girls I rape. I love them like no one loved them, and each of
them knows that, they just can’t admit it. I loved her more than most. She looked so demure in the Humanities class we shared our freshman year
at Revelle. She parked in lot 102 because she knew I could find her there. I watched her flirt with some stupid frat douchebag as she left CLICS.
I followed her to her car, all the while thinking how I would show her how much I love her. As I pinned her down and filled her with my love,
watching her wimper helplessly, a little voice inside my head kept saying, “The publication may have been funded in part
or in whole by funds allocated by the ASUCSD. However, the views expressed in this publication are solely those of The
Koala, its principal members and the authors of the content of this publication. While the publisher of this publication
is a registered student organization at UC San Diego, the content, opinions, statements and views expressed in this
or any other publication published and/or distributed by The Koala are not endorsed by and do not represent the
views, opinions, policies, or positions of the ASUCSD, GSAUCSD, UC San Diego, the University of California
and the Regents or their officers, employees, or agents. The publisher of this publication bears and assumes the
full responsibility and liability for the content of this publication.” but then again, I’m little crazy. Go figure.
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Top O’ The 5 Lists
Top 5 Reasons 75% of Americans Are Scared
For the Future
1. It was a four person sample group.
2. UCSD is releasing 10,000 WoW playing
Asians into the real world.
3. If history has taught us anything it’s that we
are flunking history.
4. They found out that the future isn’t curved.
5. The economy is shit, our President’s black,
the Mayans predicted the world to end in 2012,
far far away countless drunk Political leaders
have their fingers dancing above a switchboard
that could send a nuke up your butthole, the
decay of culture and morality continues to grow
like the mold in your shower and I’m pretty
sure no one really cares anymore.
Top 5 Regrets of James Bond
1. Fucking the tranny on the set of “For Your
Eyes Only.”
2. Forgetting to put the silencer on his gun and
9 months later getting a baby Bond.
3. Skimping and going for Popov martinis in
the 80’s when his movies started to suck.
4. Due to recent economic crisis, being forced
to sign with Saturn over Aston Martin.
5. Only fucked one of Octopussy’s 8 holes.
Top 5 “Absolutely True” Reasons I Got
Lipstick On My Collar
1. That’s the last time I eat a turkey, swiss and
lipstick sandwich without a napkin!
2. Today was Lipstick on the Collar Wednesday
at work.
3. It’s not lipstick, just someone’s rose blush
shaded blood.
4. This is just IZOD’s new White With Single
Red Lipstick Smudge line of dress shirts.
5. Same reason I got glitter on my nuts. You
wanna be the eye liner on my belt buckle?
Shaaadup!!!
Top 5 “Absolutely True” Reasons I Got
Glitter on My Nuts
1. Johnny’s asshole kindegarten teacher
combined Parents’ Career Day with Arts and
Crafts time.
2. Quick, get help! There’s been an accident at
the stripper factory!
3. I give you..... DISCO BALLS!
4. Those are just shiny pubic lice.
5. Just in case anyone’s looking.
Top 5 Signs You’re a Whore
1. When your boyfriend fucks you he uses two
condoms.
2. You’re fat and popular.
3. Your dog puts on a rubber before he humps
your leg.
4. Your grandma just called. She wants you to
stop fucking her friends.
5. God, Top 5? That’s hard to narrow down...
Top 5 Ways Businesses Are Dealing With the
Shitty Economy
1. Carl’s Jr. now offers the Six Dollar Burger
for 12.95, and for 25 cents more they’ll hold the
E-coli.
2. Domino’s 5-5-5 Deal now deemed too
expensive for Board of Trustee’s Dinner.
3. Installed hidden toilet cams to capture all that
sweet, sweet money making voyeurism in the
women’s restroom.

4. Casual Friday is being replaced by Slavery
Monday through Thursday.
5. Laying off the majority of their work force so
they can afford one going out of business busty
secretary.
Top 5 Things An Alien Species Will Learn
From Daytime Television
1. No man is ever the father.
2. To always visit during prime time.
3. Our podling Pat Sajak is blending in well and
will soon be ready for asexual reproduction.
4. When humans thirst for blood, they chant
“Jerry! Jerry! Jerry!”
5. If you’re a child who does drugs and
has copious amounts of sex with multiple
anonymous partners you get to go on TV.
6. Someone always loves Lucy, even though
she’s overtly racist toward her Cuban husband.
7. Skinny blond men with names like Ellen
attract alot of lesbians.
8. The absolute fount of homosapien knowledge
is centered around a mysterious technical
institute known as “ITT.”
9. It is both possible and desirable to defer your
mobility concerns to a mechanized chair.
10. Guys in comas are capable of inseminating
women, and do so with more success than
conscious men.
Top 5 Signs That You’re Broke
1. You see pictures of yourself in a charity
commercial.
2. You walk up to the “Take a penny, Leave a
penny” jar and somehow come away with no
pennies.
3. Flirt with Revelle girls just to make them pay
for your food.
4. You ask yourself “When will poor folk be
able to afford Top Ramen?”
5. Can’t afford a change cup to jingle in traffic
and too risky an investment for your venture
capitalist “Bingo.”
Top 5 Ways To Impress Asian Chicks
1. Show her your 4 inch dong.
2. Take her to Disneyland with a bag full of
disposable cameras.
3. Tell her if your first-born is a girl you
probably wont throw her away.
4. Have your grandpa give back her grandpa’s
head.
5. Treat her like an equal.
Top 5 Presidential Mix Drinks
1. Ronald Reagan - Vodka and prune juice
2. Bill Clinton - Anything plus Rohypnol
3. George W. Bush - Arab blood and vodka with
a hint of tobacco and celery.
4. Abraham Lincoln - Any shot, as long as it’s
delivered to the back of his head.
5. Andrew Jackson - Rum and Indian blood.
Top 5 STD’s You Should REALLY Be Scared
Of
1. Gingivitis: Contracted through hooking up
with a ginger.
2. Developing emotions.
3. A fatty lump on your dick that only appears
when you drink and tells everyone you’re
dating someone.
4. Babies.
5. Herpes: Dude, seriously, that shit’s for life.

Top 5 Food Network Pornos
1. Paula’s Down Home Fuckin’
2. Uncircumcised and Unwrapped
3. Good Teats
4. The Thirsty Traveler
5. Aida Dick
Top 5 Disadvantages of Having Pirates as
Ancestors
1. Great great great great grandmother was
probably a whore.
2. The X chromosome marks the spot. For your
hemophilia.
3. Your family heirloom is a squared piece of
paper with a black dot on it.
4. You say lets go to the Haunted Mansion, but
your friends are all like noooo, “Pirates of the
Caribbean.” Its so degrading for you.
5. Spent years and years looking for pirate’s
booty when today people can get it as cheese
puffs at Jamba Juice.
Top 5 Reasons I Only Drink Red Wine
1. Beats the crap out of green wine.
2. I’ve been addicted since Communion.
3. Carlo Rossi has yet to make a good white
wine.
4. Prepare me for my life as a wino postgraduation.
5. What would Jesus Do?
Top 5 Things My Meth Addicted Mom
Packed In My Lunch Besides a Capri Sun
1. Peanut Butter and Comet Sandwich
2. A wrench, a bag of bolts, and part of the
alternator to your car.
3. A revolver and map to the milk money.
4. A can of green beans, some gravy, tomato
puree, black beans, and a cheese-stick.
5. NOTE: Sorry there’s no lunch. When you get
home, help yourself to some Pop’s Fist.
Top 5 Proofs You Can’t Get Something For
Nothing
1. Can’t hitchhike to the next town without
giving at least 3 blow jobs.
2. Full bars always have tip jars.
3. Prostitutes who say they like you.
4. Dicks are attached to men.
5. Cuddling afterwards.
Top 5 Slogans For Ton the Tig’s Plain Flakes
1. Theyyyyyyyrrrrreeeeee mediocre!!
2. Youuuuuuuu’re Fat!
3. Eat that shit and shut the fuck up, food stamp
baby.
4. We’reeeeeeee trying!!!
5. Well there’s not much you can do with
breakfast cereal without sugar.
Bottom 5 Things to Celebrate
1. First broken condom.
2. Community college acceptance.
3. Overcoming your diversity to get into UCSD.
4. Stumbling into the playoffs of any sport with
a less than .500 record.
5. Getting a job at Cutco.
Do you think you can write
a list as genius as “Bottom 5
Things To Celebrate”? If so, write
it down and throw it in the
nearest trash can.
Or send it to: TheKoala.org
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Rape is NOT a
joke...

The game of sexual domination.

It’s a
game!

What You Need How You Play
- Dice (if you use the dice provided take
a shot every time you roll higher than a
4)
- Lots of cheap booze
- 2-4 People (If it’s all dudes, go back to
playing Xbox.)
- A healthy disdain for anything with
more than one set of lips
- Kleenex and therapy

1. Land on another rapist’s space. Take one o
agree, you roll to see who wins. Try to use th
fun. Take the number of shots if you win the
2. If you land on a cop’s space and if the cop
takes one of your pieces. If you have MORE p
of his.
Game is over when the cop is dead.
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Marshall rape forest

You rape some bitch and mask her
cries using the singing tree. Art rules!
Celebratory shot.
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If you’re the AZN rapist, this is already
your territory. All other teams take a shot.
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T
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Argo Hall

Parking lot 102

Lot 102

You come here
looking for some hot
raping action, but the
Women’s Rugby team
fucks the shit out of
you with their strap
ons. 4 shots to dull the
pain in your asshole.

POTS
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here.
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Lull some stupid bitch
into a food coma
using a giant breakfast
burrito and rape her
while looking at the
ocean. The bosom
of the Pacific is
intoxicating enough;
no shots.

RIMAC

If you can manage to find som
e
girl that is not in a sorority
(meaning she hasn’t been dat
eraped by a Pike), you get som
e
action. 5 shots because such
a
creature does not exist in the
se
lands.

Medical
Center

You fuck one of
the test monkeys
and contract
super-AIDS of
the face. Drink 3
shots, because that
monkey is now in
love with you.
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Team B-Rad
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Team
Mesa Housing
Rapist
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Team
Azn Rapist
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jail. You’re
a UCSD student, so you’re as
good as pussy. Finish the bot
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Team Police
PLace
shotglass
here.

You try raping some ching
chong, but ACS arrests you for
downloading all of those “How
to rape a ching chong” torrent
s
from Pirate Bay. 3 shots,
which is nothing compared to
what they will do to you.

PLace
shotglass
here.

Ralph’s Parking
Lot
Team Mesa
Rapist
PLace
shotglass
here.
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Looking for a job?

A Film in Review

Apply for the TailGate Beer Internship!

As the pimply and lonely vanguard of UCSD
collectively paused studying in unison to go see
this movie, their hearts must have skipped a beat,
though not from the double shot of margarine
they downed at Sizzler, but from the awesomeness that was Watchmen. It was
seriously the best movie ever. Every once in a while, a movie comes out that
is amazing in every way possible until one of your asshole friends says, “Yea,
but is there a pissed off midget inmate looking to kick a superhero’s ass?” This
time, you can finally say HELL FUCKING YES THERE WAS. It’s because of this
movie that I can finally set the standard that a good action movie requires a
midget. Why do you think the new James Bond movie sucked?
I’ll be honest. I didn’t read the comic...
correction, “graphic novel” so I wasn’t looking
for minor flaws in dialogue or whether or not
Silk Spectre II had the same size tits, but as a
We are looking for an office administration/owners assistant, unpaid-intern.
superhero movie it had everything; action,
Someone highly organized and capable of assisting with day to day activities,
romance and softcore porn. On top of all
must be proficient in accounting and bookkeeping.
this, the moral of the movie was apparently
that rape is a miracle. The director must
Responsibilities:
read the KOALA because this movie had
-Facilitate and oversee day to day activities of complete company operations
-Maintain and submit government filings
several hidden themes:
-Oversee daily order placement and deliveries
A. The hero who smokes, drinks and
-Work directly with the owner and founder, shadow on important meetings and
company growth
rapes slutty superheroes, is affectionately
known as “The Comedian.”
apply to: intern@tailgatebeer.com
B. Rape is a miracle because it brought
into the world the hot slutty daughter.
C. Sluts, especially those born from victims
www.tailgatebeer.com
of rape, are a gift from God.
But really, what message is this
movie trying to send? On the one hand,
you’ve got the kind of loser who can’t get it up for a girl who’s only fetish is men who DRESS LIKE A SUPERHERO JUST LIKE YOU. Imagine, for a moment, that
you found a girl that says, “Man, you know what gets me so wet I think I’ve urinated myself? People that smell like fish, have a level 70 Dark Mage and are
good at calculus” but you can’t get it up around her unless you’re currently riding your epic flying mount to Glaglogoth or whatever the fuck is in that shit
game. That’s what it’s like when Night Owl II couldn’t get it up around Silk Spectre II. On the other hand, Dr. Manhattan winks everything out of existence
because some bitch leaves him. Pretty bad ass when you consider what most of you would do: Cry like a little bitch and fuck some fatty in Argo, getting an
STD in the process. I mean, you’d be a pimp too if a girl whispered “You taste like a car battery” when she throat fucked your finger. This movie kicked as
much ass as the midget prisoner did. As an objective and obnoxious viewer, I’d give it two thumbs up. Drop everything and go Watch Men.
P.S. Zack Snyder - Next time don’t let your 13 year old pick the soundtrack just because he got a new iPod Touch for Christmas.

Dear Tardian,
If ever there has been a shining example, a
shimmering star of a reason that illuminates precisely why
no one reads your shitrag paper, it’s the useless piece of
shit opinion article in your March 9th issue about energy
drinks, written by none other other than resident Tardian
troll (no, I’m not talking about Hadley Mendoza) Alyssa
Bereznak. Man, it was so edgy and cool when you said
pussy and stuff, you guys are so cutting edge! The reality
is that if you weren’t so utterly disconnected from the
general populace at UCSD you would realize no one drinks
fucking energy drinks to crank out a 12 page paper in 2
hours.
It’s something like this: You’re probably majoring in
a ﬁeld that requires you to make story books or mobiles or
baskets you made under water. The rest of us are majoring
in real, useful subjects that are really fucking hard. You
know what people like us use to study? Adderal. Lots
of it. It’s the second most abused drug amongst college
students. Please remove your head from your ass and get
in touch with your read- who are we kidding you don’t have
readers.
Love,
The Motherfucking Koala
p.s. We would have submitted a letter to the editor, but
we wanted people to actually read what we had to say.

BEATWHORE
Stevie Why’s Guide to Fucking Any Male Editor In The
Guardian Until They Poop Their Pants! (pg. 13)
“I Fucked a Guardian Editor
in the Ass and I’m Only A
Freshman!” and other horrors
in Tales From The Wes Side (pg.
40)

EXCLUSIVE!
“The Exxon-Valdez
Disaster and Alyssa
Bereznak’s Face: A
Lesson in Failed Oil
Management.”
An essay by Dr. Kris
Gregorian (pg. 69)

“Someone
poured ugly
juice in
my energy
drink, but
I’m still
addicted!”
(pg. 32)

“I be
used
bethen
a 4, but
I hit puberty.”
“I used to
a 4,tobut
I hitthen
puberty”
-Alyssa
Bereznak
-Alyssa Bereznak
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1 Bloody Face - Fatty raped by that chick in Argo and she already ran out of mealpoints.
2 Bloody Faces - Found out that the Azn rapist not only got laid before you did, but also set the O-Chem curve.
3 Bloody Faces - Got to rape and shoot a Vietnamese girl, but you got killed off in the opening scene.
4 Bloody Faces - You try raping the girl across the hall, but it turns out you can’t get it up without a costume on.
5 Bloody Faces - Go to a Koala meeting to be raped, but wake up the next morning to find out it’s B-rad. And it’s not rape.

B-Ball Party

I’m starting to think the future of good
parties at UCSD is in the athletes. The frat
parties can be really hit and miss, and no one
really parties with the Chess team anymore,
so go figure. We rolled up to this party
REALLY late. Like, “the party is definitely
broken up” late. While they were starting to
run pretty low on booze, it was still raging
pretty hard (+1 star for cop repellent). I
used my booze-dar to find enough beer for
the rest of the Koalas, and I quadruple fisted
(+1 star for hidden booze). Some hottie was
grinding on my lap and we got up to dance.
After some popping, and then some locking,
we got our drop on. I walked outside to
find a bunch of furniture and trash in the
pool (+1 star for underwater dining set).
Numbers were collected, boxes were eaten,

and pops were locked and dropped, but next
time get a keg!

Sock-her Party.

The term “BYOB” can mean a lot of things
to a lot of people, but to the Koala it means
“bring a keg.” Those footballers upped
the ante by providing their own keg, as a
surprise (+1.5 stars for pleasant surprises).
As with most UCSD parties, no one knew
how the tap worked, so I fixed it. We drank
from our own keg, and oogled the constant
parade of hot girls..two of them even made
out (+2 stars for a serious amount of hot
girls and casual bisexualism). As the night
went on, this stupid cunt started a fight
with some girl who basically lives at the
house, but before she got her ass beat some
douchebag guy stepped in for her. They
kicked her out before the catfight could be
properly officiated (-1 star). Cops came at
like 1am, but left quickly, and the party kept
going (+1 star for keeping your priorities
straight and not kicking everyone out like
pussies). All in all, if you’re considering
playing with some balls but you only like
to use your feet, hit up these boys. They
certainly know how to rage.

Rockin’
Roosevelt

Rockin’ Roosevelt...looking pretty fucking
gay from it’s inception: depressed, emo
UCSD kids all descending on where I live
and scream their crappy emo music loud (-3

Stars for shiity emo music and poeple).
But hey, the ERC kids sure know how
to turn a shitty concert into an crazy,
less terrible time....do copious of hard
drugs: yayo, boomers, some X, some
more X, some drank, and fall back
on good ol’ THC.(+3 Stars for the
amount of awesome DRUGS!). But
one thing to remember about o-chem
ucsd pricks is that they dont know how
to fucking mob a mosh pit!! Get over
your fucking outfit you asshole, if you
getting fucking ripped to shreds then
deal with it. . . . its a god damn pit
you PUS!!(-2 stars) The only fucking
person who regulated tonight was
some chick who beat the shit out of
guy, and then watched the cops arrest
his dumb ass. (+1 star). As usual for
UCSD, the party ended at 10:30 with
Asian kids running everywhere and
RSOs and Cops flooding the place.
For a fucking NARCfest this was not
too bad of time, the RSO and their
retarded lackeys the RA were out and
about and fucked over a lot of people;
generally acting as professionally
as the retards who work at Cafe V.
Overall the night ended pretty well
when all the other people went home
and all the people who live here
stumbled home and found eachother....
partying ensued. (+2 Stars)

SoCal Blackout

After that AWESOME ditch party(I totally
pulled the tow truck driver’s digits!), I had
to make the most of a Saturday night in
Mammoth. How does a Koala make the
most of a night? They drink their fucking
faces off, that’s how. I made it perfectly
clear from the beginning that I was going
to black out, and black out I did. On the
road to blackout town, I stopped off at the
fabled UCSB board club house, where I
received an impromptu naked lap dance
from my highly inebriated editor. As his
hairy Armenian balls slapped up against
my leg, I had only one thought in mind - I
am no drunk enough for this shit. As I
proceeded to down 2 more Redbull/Vodka
coma inducers, the cops showed. We
booked out with more drunks loaded in
our car than a Vegas tour bus and were on
our way to the UC Irvine house. Little did
I know when I walked through that door
that it was the beginning of the end. What
transcribed after I can only relate to you
based on what I was told from others and
some lewd pictures that popped up on
Facebook the next day. The last memory I
can call my own was the last bits of a
filled-to-the-brim beer bong pouring down
my throat. That was it. i awoke the next
morning shirtless, covered in sharpie, with
a sticky white substance covering my face.
Now, I know what your thinking, I got
bukkaked by a bunch of Irvine asians.
Fortunately, the goo smelled of
strawberries and turned out to be shampoo,
but the scare was very real. Everyone was
smiling at me as I stumbled through the
Irvine cabin except for one girl, who I
apparently had covered in vomit the night
before. Not only did I yack all over this
poor girl, but I apparently came all over
While driving to Mammoth, being
her friend. She was very unfortunate
the fucking Magellen that I am, I try
looking and it is not something I am proud
to recall from memory the location of of, but her friend loved it. I received a text
a free natural hot spring on the 395.
later confirming the story. One of the party
At 3am, though, things are not quite
goers told me they walked in on this heifer
as clear as they should be. I drive
throating my pole while I leaned on the
up some Hills Have Eyes dirt road
towel rack to keep myself balanced while I
and realize I’ve gone too far. I turn
puked in the toilet. She was mighty
around and notice the dirt turnoff I
hideous but it was just a BJ, so I didn’t
thought I was supposed to be taking.
feel too degraded to hear about it. -1 star
A voice behind me says, “You got it
for the said heifer but +2 stars for the
dude!” Sadly, it was encouragement, bomb ass dome action. +1 star for the
not advice. I hit the ditch straight on vomit covered ho bag, -1 star for the
and get the rear-wheel drive Tahoe
shampoo and Facebook photos. Oh, and
stuck in a fucking ditch. We all smoke +1 star because I did a full minute keg
a blunt and wait for the hillbillies to
stand, none of which I remember. Bottom
converge on our car and devour us
line, I don’t remember this party but it
alive, but instead the tow truck driver remembers me. Wait, fuck...How many
shows up and pulls us out of the ditch. stars is that? Fuck it.
I was on the wrong road. My memory
(aided by the interbutts) serves much
better on the way back and we get our
drank on in the hot spring under some
serious power lines.

Stuck in a
Ditch

-34324

?????
.

If you want the Koala to fix your tap and then drink your beer, invite us to your party at editor@thekoala.org.
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We did not write these personals, they
were allegedly screamed in parking lot 102
in Revelle on Februaty 3rd.
BEST “FUCK ME” PERSONAL
Dear Koala and Friends,
Thanks for making my gang bang fantasy
a reality. I can’t wait to be tied up and used
for your pleasure again.
Quick, before my bruises fade!
If you’re a hot chick and want to be able to write a
personal this good, e-mail us at editor@thekoala.org.

so i hear this is the place to tell people to fuck
off and die without any fear of punishment.
so here i go you stupid fucking piece of shit.
i worry if i even lift my head to meet your
bullshit gaze, i will be overcome with rage and
rip your fucking drug abused heart from your
sunken, gray chest. the only thing you are ever
good for is drugs. they aren’t even good drugsjust free. why? because thats the only way
humans will have ANYTHING to do with you.
and for such a big bad drug dealer, why in the
fuck has it been four and a half years since you
stuck your little shriveled dick in some rolling
pussy? you sell the DRUGS DUMBASS!!! if
some stupid crack whore wont give you a hand
job for a little bump now and again-then you
are doing something wrong. oh and if i have to
hear about how you fucked that one chick that
one time and what a stupid cunt pimp you are,
i will castrate you myself. open your fucking
eyes you piece of shit before i cut your fucking
eye lids off so as to allow you to finally see the
truth. i know where you sleep and this is your
notice; i AM plotting your death. its only a
matter of time.

Like, what did you expect to happen? Look at
Gaul, Carthage, Sicily, you don’t have to be
a fuckn history major to see a correlation of
being defiant and getting your ass kicked by
the SPQR. Have you not heard of Hume or
Nietzsche either, or that Rasputin had creepy
fairy powers too?
To the frats: no, I don’t want to be
figuratively and/or literaly raped by your
organization.
So please you fucking retards, let me walk on
campus and eat lunch in peace without being
asked every 5 secs to join your wortless cause.
Getting a real life might help too.
So I was watching porn like I usually do on a
monday night and I saw this chick Katie S
from DG in a porno doing some nasty shit with
this guy, way to go katie you slut
you are helping give uscd hos a better rep
Oh booty call, get thee with your bisexual
girlfriends to Sun God lawn, and there
propitiate yourself before the awfully awesome
god. Place on his altar a six pack of your
favorite beer, the brand you put most store by,
and promise the god that we and all our friends
will each take twelve shots in his honor at our
next bisexual orgy, if he will but take pity on
the few cool students here, and save Sun God
this year from the hands of the Chancellor and
the prudish AS Programming, whom so totally
couldn’t write a Koala personal modeled on the
Iliad whilst hammered.

BEST “FUCK YOU” PERSONAL

Dear editor,
put the god damn toilet seat up when you
pee so I dont sit on your smelly Armenian
piss.
-Pissed off/pissed on roomate
Please Spread the Word:
It is now legal for people with a medical card to
carry up to 1/2 lb of Marijuana on airplanes in
the U.S
WANTED: 5’11.5” Viking. Fully equipped
with blond braids, rosy cheeks, and a giant
schlong. Should have intricate knowledge of
how to navigate fjords...and when i say “fjords”
i mean my vagina. please, just one night in
Valhalla?
I’ve seen you in my math class--you’re fucking
hot! Those glasses make you look like Bill
Gates; it makes me wet. I want you to throw me
down and take my antiderivative. Show me the
area under your curve and I’ll show you mine!
I’ve seen those hos you hang around with, but
I’m better! Even though the answers you give
in class are wrong, I really just want you fulfill
my fantasy of being fucked by a middle-aged
billionaire.

heres 20 bucks- go overdose... now.
The Koala has gone downhill faster than
Britney Spears’ fucking career. I don’t know
where you guys get these fucktards that write
for you but its pathetic. I have seen funnier
shit on CSPAN than what I see in the Koala
these days. You need to bring funny back. Use
whatever tiny-ass budget you have to bring
back Davey G, Steve York, Dirty Mike, and
Canadian Paul full-time. FUCK!!!!!.....I will
always love the Koala.

LEAVE ME THE FUCK ALONE!!! Please,
this is to all you bastards who harass UCSD
students. I don’t give a fuck about feeding your
starving child. Even if I wasn’t revolted by
your unkempt hairness so typical of Marxist
retards, it’s a recession and I’m fuckn broke.
Even if it wasn’t a recession, they probably are
starving because their parents are of inferior
genetic quality, and/or their countries have
become overpopulated.
Also Calpirg: I don’t care that you have hot
bitches begging to tell me about your liberal
organization on every corner of campus. It’s
still a waste of money, maybe people don’t join
because they don’t give a fuck? Maybe you
shouldn’t give a fuck either!
To the Christians: I don’t give a fuck that
your magical jew hippy got what he asked
for when he choose to dis the Roman Empire.

Are you a 5
foot 11.5 inch
Viking with a
giant schlong?
What better
way to find the
love of your life
than a Koala
Personal?
Send your
personals our
way, at:
TheKoala.org

PORTER’S PUB (AND BO)
KNOWS ST. PATRICKS DAY.
$2 Green beer from
Thursday until we run
out! Join us for Corned
Beef and Cabbage!
Study like the Irish.
Study at Porter’s.

